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Examples of use 
Magazine – 32 pages

The cover is to be printed on coated paper and the con-

tent on uncoated paper. The customer delivers the entire 

32 pages in one PDF. The images were converted to CMYK 

for the creation of the PDF. The information for which 

printing process the CMYK data was prepared is missing. 

Since the cover is to be printed on coated paper, the spot 

colours on the first and last page must be converted to 

CMYK (ISO coated v2). The content part is also to be con

verted to ISO coated V2, but then via a special DeviceLink 

profile to PSO uncoated ISO12647.

If the printer already works according to FOGRA51/FOG

RA52, in this example the content would be converted 

according to PSO uncoated V3 and the cover additionally 

according to PSO coated V3.

For the DeviceLink profiles, which are necessary for the 

CMYK to CMYK conversion, the calibrate master profile of

fers the additional „DeviceLinkPack“ as an option.

Flyer - Format DIN A5

According to the requirement for data delivery, a 3 mm 

bleed is necessary. A PDF from Adobe Photoshop is delive-

red, which was created in DIN A4 format including bleed. 

In Photoshop, only one format is possible per file. In this 

case the PDF has a dimension of 220 × 307 mm. The cali

brate masterProfile recognises that this is probably an A4 

document that was created with a 5 mm bleed. The format 

DIN A4 is scaled proportionally to DIN A5. The bleed that is 

still required afterwards is set to 3 mm.

If the file had been correctly created in DIN A5 format, but 

without bleed, the calibrate masterProfile has four diffe

rent methods to add the required 3 mm bleed by means 

of correction. If the format had not been recognised, the 

calibrate masterProfile would have reported the error to 

the user.
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With a view to increasing productivity, the automation of prepress workflows 
is in many cases geared towards executing the rigid production processes  
as computerised as possible.

We speak of a complete template when all the parts nee

ded for production are known. The process in which print 

data and product definition are brought together is com

plicated, but can be controlled with the calibrate master

Profile because the influencing factors are known. A 

template therefore defines all the necessary corrections, 

checks, exceptions and named features. Templates can 

build on other templates. This makes it possible to take 

settings from other templates and overwrite them, such 

as working with cascading style sheets or paragraph for

mats in layout applications.

The calibrate masterProfile comes with a number of pre

defined templates for ISO standards such as PDF/X-1a or 

PDF/X-4, but also for industry standards such as GWG 2015 

or pdfxReady 2.0. For customers who do not require PDF/X 

files, we supply templates that define the requirements 

for a printable PDF and always check a minimum level of 

quality. Together with our colour conversion templates, a 

customer can combine all these templates as needed and 

always has a perfect preparation and preflight setting.

The aim is to flexibly design work sequences with different 

tasks. Through this, users achieve an increase in producti-

vity and flexibility with the result of an overall increase in 

economic efficiency.

For more than 30 years, we at calibrate have been involved 

in the creation and verification of PDF data. Our approach 

is based on the PDF checking and correction technology 

of the Berlin company callas Software and their product 

pdfToolbox. The masterProfile developed by calibrate is 

just one pdfToolbox profile that contains all relevant cor

rections and checks for the preparation and preflighting of 

PDF files for print production. The configurations required 

to check and prepare a PDF for specific requirements are 

defined in an external JSON file. The print requirements 

(intents) are transferred in the form of a job ticket. The cor

rections to be applied to the PDF file, as well as the depth of 

the check, are defined in „namedFeatures“; the rest is done 

by the calibrate masterProfile.

In the further development, we have made sure to have a 

single kfpx file and an easy-to-configure PDF preparation 

and verification configuration based on templates that in

herit their settings. This way, in addition to industry stan

dard requirements, it is possible to define customised base 

requirements that are always applied. However, we go one 

step further: the name of each correction or test, including 

the description, can be overwritten. The calibrate master

Profile informs the user if a possibly necessary correction 

has not been carried out, i.e. the PDF is unsuitable for a 

specific process.

Complete templates simplify  
the process

The Jobticket defines the intention

Sheetfed printing

The solutions from calibrate 
offer significantly more

In principle, it is possible to transfer a job ticket to the cali

brate masterProfile. A job ticket defines the product in

tentions such as dimensions, number of pages or colours, 

printing conditions and other specific settings. Based on 

this information, the calibrate masterProfile automatically 

activates and configures all necessary checks. This makes 

it possible to check each PDF file for a specific expectation, 

which can be completely different from file to file.

namedFeatures
In order to prepare and correct PDF files to fulfil the pur

pose defined in the job ticket, the calibrate masterProfile 

allows the definition of the necessary preparation para

meters, the so-called namedFeatures. A namedFeature 

defines a very specific aspect of the PDF file, e.g. with the 

required changes to achieve the intended dimensions, 

with the required colour conversion or even with the im

position of a book cover as a printed sheet.

The general requirements for the production of printed 

products are only approximately the same regardless of 

the printing process. The language of the printing indust-

ry is inconsistent and digital printing has added additional 

terminology. One of the most time-consuming tasks after 

the preflight check is to request the missing parameters 

for production from the file creator. Automation can save a 

lot of time and increase security.

The ability to adapt to rapidly changing circumstances, de

spite all the automation, is a selling point for many printers. 

What is usually clarified by talking to the media designer 

must be defined in an automated workflow. If it is not yet 

known at the time the print data is created whether it will 

be printed digitally or in offset, the calibrate masterProfile 

takes over the validation of the data at a later stage. The 

advantage is that users achieve automation and keep the 

flexibility.

There are a number of technical requirements that can 

differ significantly in their characteristics. The following list 

makes it clear that the clarification of the parameters can 

be extensive:

•  Number of pages, format and bleed (open or closed)

•  Colours (front and back page)

•  Spot colours (Pantone, HKS, house colours)

•  Printing standard/process (ISO, FOGRA, digital, offset)

•  Quality requirements (resolution, line widths, text sizes)

•  Further processing (type of binding, folding method

Once these essential points have been clarified, there re

mains the requirement for the necessary colour matching 

with regard to data preparation. Here again a number of 

questions arise: Should the best possible quality be prin

ted in digital printing or should digital printing simulate the 

offset print result? Do spot colours have to be converted 

to CMYK for digital printing or can this be done by the DFE 

(Digital Front End)? How should transparencies be hand

led? Does a colour space transformation have to take place 

and if so, from where and to where?

The calibrate masterProfile equips the workflow with the 

ability to process each print file individually. By passing the 

print request and configuring the correction function via 

the namedFeatures, it is possible to check the necessary 

aspects of a print file and, if necessary, correct them within 

the set tolerances.

For folded products, the calibrate masterProfile offers the 

possibility to display the marks for further processing in 

the bindery according to the transmitted folding scheme. 

Thanks to this possibility, a reliable visual control of the 

correct page layout of the folded product is possible.

Named features are also available for mounting individual 

pages as mounting surfaces, as is required for flyers and 

book covers.

checkLayoutIntent
checkColorIntent
checkProcessingStepsIntent
pagesMultipleOf
centerTrimBox
scaleToFormat

findStandardDimensions
cropToFormat
spotColorNameCleanUp
setDocumentColorSpace
colorConversion
retrieveScalingFactor
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